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At Oxbridge Lane Primary School our
PSHE/ RSE
curriculum aims to enable our children
to become healthy, safe, independent,
responsible members of society who
demonstrate respect and tolerance and
who are prepared to face and manage
the challenges and opportunities of an
ever-changing modern Britain.

Oral Health
Pupils in EYFS and KS1 have
signed up to the Stockton Toothbrushing Programme.

Reception

Nursery

This term, Reception have been learning
how to ‘Manage Themselves’.
They have been encouraged to try new
things (like
skipping) and they were asked to show
resilience too.
They have also been learning how to
manage their own basic needs including
putting on their coats and using a knife
and fork.
As always, we have talked about our
similarities and

In Nursery, we have been working
on our
independent skills including putting
on our shoes and coats without an
adult's help, pouring our own water
and eating snack at the snack table.

Year 1
In PSHE this term, Year 1 have
looked at keeping clean, healthy and
safe with a focus on
handwashing, dental hygiene, how
we keep safe and why we have
rules. Also we have looked at

Year 2
Y2 have been looking at the differences between genders and labelling the different body parts in our
RSE curriculum lessons.
We have also looked at different
gender
stereotypes.

Year 3
This term we have been looking at
the effects of smoking on our
health. The children produced
some ‘No smoking’ posters using
their new knowledge. We also
looked at Gender Roles and
designed some new
toy adverts using
different
genders.

Year 6
This term, year 6 have focused on
how to manage stress and how to
cope in difficult situations both in and
out of the school environment. They
have also learnt about puberty and
relationships.

Year 4
This term we have been looking at
body changes, how to keep safe,
online service and all about the NHS
services.

‘I learnt never to play games on the
computer over your age.’

Year 5
Year 5 have looked at legal and
illegal drugs and created a poster
to spread awareness of the effects of taking illegal drugs. We
have also discussed scenarios
around peer pressure and what
positive and negative peer pressure looks like and how to deal
with negative peer
pressure. We have looked at the
changes our body goes through
during puberty and how to keep
ourselves clean as we grow up.

Wellbeing Survey
Please could you complete this
wellbeing
survey.

